CONVENIENT

• Manual switch allows light to be on even if the area is not dark
• Uses standard C-7 nightlight bulbs

ECONOMICAL

• Light is on only when you need it

SAFE

• UL listed
• Polarized plug

NLPI MAN

Great for kitchens, hallways and bathrooms, the NLPI MAN provides that extra measure of safety for navigating in the dark. Switch the light on and off whenever it is needed. And when the bulb needs replacing, the light uses easy to find, standard night light bulbs.

Product Detail:

Designation: Energizer Incandescent Manual Switch Nightlight
Model: NLPI MAN
Color: White with clear lens
Power Source: AC 120V ~ 60Hz
Lamp: C-7 standard nightlight bulb
Lamp Life: 25 hours
Typical Weight: 37.1 grams
Dimensions (mm): 85 x 35 x 38
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